Iterations for Developing a Pipeline and
Nailing the Moments
Note: This text appeared as chapter 2 in the first edition of Hybrid Animation. It has been removed to
reduce the book’s page count and to allow for more printed content.

Summary
This chapter covers how to isolate the most important and strongest emotional storybead/storybeat
moments in a film. These “moments” are used to develop the visual target for the story. They are the
frontrunners for working out the pipeline issues, isolating technical hurdles, and deciding what it will take to
get the shot done and make it look good. It all starts with a visual target. Without it, the artist risks having
images that have achieved something technically worthy yet lack any emotion or aesthetic principles.

What Are Iterations?
As an artist, you want to be able to quickly go through different looks, ideas, and concepts so that you can
decide whether these looks, ideas, or concepts worked. An iteration is the ability to repeat the idea or
concept until you get the desired results. What is key is that you are able to iterate quickly. You do not want
to spend a lot of time working through one idea only to find out it won’t work! Plus, it is a neat word.
Iterations. Throw that one out at a cocktail party. You’ll see the CS (computer science) people nod in
approval. In Figure 1b.1, you see a series of keyframes as an example of iteration. Each frame shows a
different stage or iteration of the drawing process for the figure, from a simple gesture to a human with
clothing.

FIGURE 1b.1 Iteration is key. Image from Sugar Plum Fairy by Claire Almon, 2007, SCAD, Drawing
in Motion course.

What Is a “Moment”?
As we use it in this book, a “moment” is composed of a style frame and a pipeline test(s) that tries to match
that style frame. The term “moment” was used mainly at the Disney studio. I have not encountered it
anywhere else. However, to me it is not about the style only, or else we would remain with the commonly
used terms “style frame” and “research and development” (R&D). Instead, we use the term “moment” in
my class and in this book because it emphasizes that the style frame and R&D are coupled. Together they
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should be a “moment.” The emotional moment is something that I believe should be upheld from the
beginning or else it gets lost in the technical details. If you forget to focus on the emotion you are trying to
display (no matter what cool new tool or technique you are going to use to show it), you risk having an
animation that does not elicit an emotional response from your audience. It would be a shame to miss the
emotional target after all of your hard work.

Creating a Moment is a Two-Stage Process
Step 1: Style Frame
First a single frame is created that depicts a key emotional moment in the story. We’ll refer to this single
frame as a style frame. Often, concept art has been developed in the previsualization stage and can be
used as this visual target. This image is a visual guide and has been created to establish the visual style of
the film with any artistic technique. It does not, and usually is not, created with the tools and pipeline that
will be used in the film.

FIGURE 1b.2 Style frame for Three Magicians by Claire Almon, 2008 SCAD thesis.

What medium should be used for the visual target concepts? Personally, I prefer anything but 3D:
traditional painting, Photoshop, SketchbookPro, markers, pencil, pen and ink. An artist who starts with a
3D pristine image will end up with just that: a 3D pristine image. However, an artist who starts with an
energetic marker comp, with bold shading and gestural lines, is forced to push his or her images further
than the natural coldness that 3D lends itself toward.

Step 2: Production Techniques/Pipeline Tests
The second stage is to choose a scene and create an image from the scene (or multiple keyframes from
the scene) using techniques that could be used in the film. The goal is to use the original style frame as a
divining rod. The artist works with different tool sets, software packages, and pipelines to get as close to
the visual target as possible while keeping an eye on the best way to achieve it.
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FIGURE 1b.3 Storyboard, style frame, and final moment from Three Magicians by Claire Almon,
2008, SCAD thesis.

The second stage is basically research and development. However, I cannot stress how important it is that
we keep a look at the visual target as our goal. So, often it is the research and development—the
technology—that leads the scene, instead of the desired look.

What Is the Best “Moment”?
Let us take a look at that bull’s-eye diagram (from the chapter 1 hands-on example) again, shown in Figure
1b.4. We have discussed that the inner circle represents the central emotion. Every scene should have
some type of emotion that you are trying to get the audience to feel.
Note, I am not saying that the character feels it or that the shot has emotion. No. Your goal is to make the
audience feel an emotion. You will need to employ every trick that you can think of to get their brains to
call up a memory that causes the desired emotional response. Don’t forget it. Every shot should have an
emotion, even if it is only sustaining the emotion from the previous shots. Not every shot is an
Oscar-winning performance. Sometimes shots are simply shots that get a character from A to B. However,
all shots should maintain the current rings of the bull’s-eye. Every frame in the shot should be targeted
toward the center of the bull’s-eye’s emotion. But not all shots are high emotional conveyances.
When you choose what moment to put through your pipeline tests, you should make sure it contains the
shots with the strongest, most pivotal emotions in your story. You want to make sure that you can display
them correctly and uphold that emotion. What horror would it be if you couldn’t visually pull off the shot
where the prince finally kisses the princess?
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FIGURE 1b.4 Bull’s-eye diagram and its central emotion.

You’ll note that the second ring in the bull’s-eye is for the storybeats that we developed in the hands-on
example found in the companion data. It is important that all of these storybeats, of course, support the
emotion of the story. If this is unfamiliar to you, please refer to the handout “Chapter_One-1-TopicReview "
found on the companion website.

A Note on Moments versus Visual Development
Students often ask the difference between moments and visual development. Visual development is a
process whereby artists research and define what the visual style of the film might be. This happens
during the previsualization stage. Creating moments in your animation piece comes after the visual
development stage. What we create in this chapter are the first tries at production work, beyond the
previsualization stage. The final outcome of this moment can be a single frame. However, some studios
push the whole shot through the pipeline so that at the end of this stage there is a finished piece of
production work. It is assumed that you have many production process books gathering dust on your
bookshelf, and in this book we are merely adding to your established methods. Therefore, you will find that
we focus on only the areas in the production process that are different for 2D/3D animation.

Why Pick an Emotional Moment?
Picking such a strong emotional moment serves two purposes: it creates a strong visual glossary and it
creates great images for you to use.
First off, using a compelling emotional shot from your film helps establish its mood by giving your viewers
an image that shows them what the film should look and feel like. You might all agree at the storyboard
stage that things should be “painterly and sad,” but until an image is created that is “painterly and sad”
everyone has their own image of what “painterly and sad” is. Once an image is created that the art director
approves, then there is something visual that can be passed around, used as direction, and used to
communicate the actual definition of “painterly and sad” that can be created using the production tools.
These images should be posted in well-lit, highly populated areas so that all see them. As the film
progresses, if the style focus changes, these images should be updated accordingly. Again, this is beyond
concept art. This effect is created using production methods. This is very important. Oftentimes the
concept art is great but the final look achieved by the production is far different and misses the emotional
impact.
The second purpose of picking a high emotional point in the film is a self-serving one: advertising and
promotion (to the outside world and to the team). Whether you need a few compelling images to create a
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press kit with and pass around to encourage someone to buy your project, to fuel an advertising
department, or to inspire your team with what a great project they have signed up for, strong emotional
style frames will provide the best images for this need.

FIGURE 1b.5 A completed moment used as a team promotion.

How Many Do You Need?
For a film that poses few technical challenges, you would be free to pick any strong emotional moments.
For a 2D/3D film, you will need to pick something that is strong emotionally but also highlights any of the
pipeline or technical challenges that you are going to have to answer.
In the hands-on exercise in chapter 1 (found in the companion data), we created a story with an
eight-panel storyboard. In a longer film, obviously, there would be a hundred times more panels, at least.
Even in a short student film, you will have amassed a large sum of panels.
In a longer film comprised of an exposition, conflict, climax, and resolution, there will be a certain defining
story point. Perhaps it is the moment that Indy victoriously replaces a golden idol on its stand with a bag of
sand. For just one moment, maybe half a second, he is convinced that he has beaten the booby traps.

FIGURE 1b.6 Image by Jason Walling, 2008, SCAD, Digital Cel I course.
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You are also looking for shots that show the multiple media together. You want to firmly establish how
those media are going to fit together seamlessly as early as possible in your production.

FIGURE 1b.7 Example of art elements in a scene. Images by Jennifer Chandler, 2009, SCAD,
2D/3D course.

As outlined in chapter 1, during the creation of these moments, the following technical pipeline issues need
to be addressed:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Style matching
Registration
Frame rate
Timing
Image sizes
Alpha channels

Emotional and Technical Moments
Because 2D/3D films have more than one medium, we are also looking to address pipeline and technical
issues, not just the emotional moment. This can be tricky because we stray into technical areas.
Remember, “iteration” is the key word. The more you can go through at this problem-solving stage, the
more likely you are to uncover a better pipeline to create your image. Do not settle on your first try. The first
try is probably only your most comfortable, easy method. It might not create the best aesthetic nor be the
fastest. This is not to say that you can’t have it look good and be fast. What’s that quote? “You can have it:
fast, cheap, and great looking. Pick two.”
Moments can be made using any software program(s)—at first. Aim high. The goal is to capture the style
and test out possible technical pipelines. Don’t be concerned at first if the technical aspect is too slow or
not developed enough: the “exactly how we do it” comes later. It might even be decided that the effect can’t
be done. However, you might find that what you thought would be an improbable way of creating the image
is doable with a few tweaks and you still get the great image at the end! It is a test; failure is okay. From
that failure you may uncover another way to approach the problem. We make a safe place to fail by only
using one frame or one scene. By testing the technical pipelines in a safe environment of one shot or one
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frame, it allows the filmmakers to try things that they normally would have avoided. They might have not
included a certain aspect of a story or a character design because they thought, “No, we can’t do that,
because . . .” It becomes especially necessary to have this process in a 2D/3D pipeline when it might be
that no processes or pipelines have been established. This puts the production team into a high-risk
category. The process of creating moments helps flush out those technical issues early while keeping
focused on the overall aesthetic of the piece. Most important, do not stop a test with the roadblock of “We
can’t do that, because . . .” Just as in the rules of brainstorming, if you stop a test from happening, you also
stop any branches of knowledge or problem solving that might have come from that test. Even if the
experiment was going to be a failure, its branches might have led to a success.
Once when I was a student, a professor stopped a student’s story idea that had sand in it by interjecting,
“We can’t do sand.” The story pitch stopped, the student blinked a few times, sat down, and that was the
end of it. It bothered me at the time for a reason I couldn’t articulate. Now I understand. Sometimes it is the
“we can’t do” situations that spawn great ideas. Instead of “we can’t do,” you can ask, “how could we
achieve the same look?” So to keep creativity from being stopped by “we-can’t-do-its,” we allow ourselves
this step of testing and iterating to get a final image.
Students often are subject to many hours of art history classes. Animation students should make sure that
they are receiving cinema study classes as well. In these studies they will find that these topics are core
concepts in filmmaking. So that at that same cocktail party where animators are discussing Acting with a
capital A, they should also be discussing Filmmaking with a capital F.

As soon as the film-maker loses sight of this essence [emotional center] the means ossifies into lifeless
literary symbolism and stylistic mannerism.
—Sergei Eisenstein [2]

Hands-on Examples
Now we will go through the process of picking what is a good moment and discussing how to proceed
with the pipeline tests to create that moment. Let’s take a look at the story we created in the first chapter
and find the high emotional moments. We will use these moments to discuss the technical challenges each
shot illustrates as well the best medium to use for the art assets. In this example, we will not generate the
art; the techniques for that will be covered in the rest of this book. We are focusing on the method of
selecting the correct shots to begin with and how to analyze them.

Picking the Moments
Our storybeads were the following:
Shot 1
Shot 2
Shot 3
Shot 4
Shot 5
Shot 6
Shot 7
Shot 8

it is a lovely night.
there are two people, in the city, in love.
character A thinks that now is the right time.
on bended knee, character A asks the big question by presenting the ring.
character B thinks over the question.
character A waits for the answer.
character B rejects the offer.
character A is rejected in the city as the rain begins to fall.

We could argue about what are the highest emotional points in these eight storybeats, and at first blush it
might be hard to discern which have the highest emotional intensity. They all are important shots and we
would have a hard time cutting any. But some shots could be cut out. That thought can help us weed out
what is not a high emotional point. What could you cut out and still be left with the same story?
Shot 2

a couple is in the city, in love.
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Shot 4
Shot 5
Shot 7
Shot 8

character A asks the big question.
character B thinks over the question.
character B rejects the offer.
character A is rejected in the city as the rain begins to fall.

Some might be tempted to take out shot 5 and shot 8, the thinking and the resolution. It is possible. In my
opinion, making those cuts would cause the scene to lose a lot of the overall emotional impact and
empathy that the audience gains by the thinking and the aftermath.
Now we have been able to cut out some of the possible candidates for what shots to make moments of.
Let’s do another pass at this to weed down the scene even further.
Incidentally, this is a great idea I picked up at Electronic Arts: do not try to cut everything in one pass.
Instead, try multiple passes. You end up getting where you wanted to be with less angst. Parallel ideas can
be found in object-oriented programming (OOP) and, gosh, everywhere. There generally is logic to the
suggestions I put forth here, but this approach is not the only way. Feel free to add and subtract as your
methods develop.
To help, we can look at our storybeats and how they correspond to the visual rules we have set up. Then
look for where the largest intensity should be. That can help us see where to focus our attention.
Shot 2 (a couple in love) is an establishing shot and really not that high on the emotional chart. Shot 5
(thinking it over) is a good shot but still not high on the intensity chart. With shot 6, cut out of our simplified
sequence, the highest visual and emotional intensity is where the crux of this story is: the question (shot 4)
and the answer (shot 7). At minimum, those are the two moments that I would push through first.
The two other bookend shots, even though they are not high on our intensity chart, do set and finish the
mood: shot 2 (a couple is in love) and shot 8 (the final shot). For me, the first and last shots are very
important. The opening shot should be the exposition of the film and tell what the story is going to be
about. The last shot should tell the audience how they should feel about the story. (Of course, there are
times to deviate from these types of thoughts. Not all stories need this type of visual setup.)
Using our analysis tools, we have picked the emotional moments from our small film. Because I have
chosen two moments based on their intensity and importance to the film and two based on my ideas of
opening and closing shots being important, I will label them as high and medium, respectively. I would
work on the high shots first, before the medium shots. If I ran out of time, I could skip this process on the
medium shots, but I wouldn’t be happy about it.
Shot 2
Shot 4
Shot 7
Shot 8

a couple is in the city, in love (medium).
character A asks the big question (high).
character B rejects the offer (high).
character A is rejected in the city as the rain begins to fall (medium).

Style Frame
The art director of the film (in this case, us) has gone off, looked at plenty of reference material, and
created concept art depicting the visual style we would like to have. We will use this concept art as
inspiration as we go through the two-step process of creating moments.
For your own productions you would have pages and pages of reference art and concept art. Remember
the visual rules that we set up in Chapter one's hands on exercise? We chose to use space:
deep space = love
flat space = rejection
From looking at the concept art and reference images I’ve added in a color visual rule as well:
red = hope for love
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black and white = rejected

Figure 1b.7A Visual style frame depicting the visual rules.
With those visual rules set, we’ll work on the first step of creating our moments: creating the style frame.
These images are created using any software. What we are going for is more the look than the actual
production method. In our case, the Sin City–Frank Miller style that we have chosen is very flat with plays
of dark and light.
This goes in line with our storybeats and the queuing of the rain during the rejection and final shot. (In your
experience, doesn’t it always rain when you are sad?) Figure 1b.8 shows us the correlation between the
storybeats, the visual intensity chart, and the visual targets we have created. By now, it should be clear
how these are developed together. We are missing shot 6, which we'll change to an ambiguous shot and
discuss in the next section. As the chart in Figure 1b.8 shows, an off-setting shot should cause the visual
intensity to go up before we sharply return to flat space. You now have something to put into a work reel
(edited together at the expected length of shot duration); add a scratch reel and soundtrack and you can
see how the story plays out. Of course, this all looks cut and dried with charts. At some point you can start
to bend or break the rules as your intuition tells you.
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FIGURE 1b.8 Visual storytelling component chart with storyboards by Dianna Bedell

If this were a film in one medium, we would have already established a pipeline and would merely push
these shots through the pipeline (assuming character design and so forth had been completed). However,
our technically challenging film requires more diligence and development to establish the pipelines. The
good news is that the more problems we solve and the more pipelines we work out, the easier it will be as
the project goes along.

Pipeline Test Using the Style Frame as Your Guide
With those style frames posted on our wall, passed out to our team, and tattooed on our foreheads, we can
begin the second portion of creating a moment—pipeline tests. The question we ask for pipeline tests is,
“how the heck are we going to match that look?”
What types of shots are we going to create? It looks like we mostly have flat and deep space shots. Let’s
add something to what we have, because we are early in the story stage and we won’t lose anything. What
a great time to add things! Certainly, we don’t want to pull these types of stunts later! (Tattoo that on your
producer’s forearm for me.) Let’s add a sense of dread into shot 6, where character A is waiting for the
answer. Instead of having it stay in flat space, let’s change it to be ambiguous space.
Shot 2
Shot 4

a couple is in the city, in love (flat space).
character A asks the big question (deep space).
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Shot 6
Shot 7
Shot 8

character A waits for the answer (ambiguous space).
character B rejects the offer (flat space).
character A is rejected in the city (flat space).

The second portion of this book is dedicated to going through common patterns of pipelines used for
combining 2D and 3D elements. Software will come and go; buttons will change; some processes will
streamline; some won’t. However, at the core, the workflows will stay similar. It is important to not l et
changing software get in the way of solving the problem. To do that, you need to be able to ask the correct
questions. We’ll end this chapter by looking at an example of those questions before we begin with the
button clicking.
Because we have established a visual storytelling component to emphasize our emotional intensity in the
story outlined earlier, that should be the focus of our main question.

How Do We Best Display Our Visual Storytelling Component: Space?
Flat Space Shots
Looks like our characters will best match the visual style we have chosen if done in 2D. Should we use
traditional pencil or digital vector line to achieve a smooth line look to match our visual target? How will that
match up with any deep space shot?

Deep Space Shots
To get a good parallax of movement in this shot should we use compositing only to create the space or use
3D? If the camera moves, how close will we get to the 2D artwork? What is the best way to make sure the
characters maintain resolution and we get the deepest parallax?

Ambiguous Space Shot
How will we best achieve that? We’ll have to get someone started on that shot right away so we have time
for multiple tests on that until we get the best technique decided that fits in with the other shots and it
brings a sense of limbo. Would this be a zolly shot, an interesting camera angle, or vantage point?
Another question that we can focus on for our testing is the art assets themselves as they relate to the
types of space we have set up for each shot.

What Art Assets Need to Be Tested?
Ring Box
The ring box could be a complicated box. We’ll want to push the perspective of that since it shows up in a
deep space shot. That seems like a candidate for a 3D object. We’ll need to do cartoon (“toon”) line
rendering tests to match the 2D style.
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Figure1b.9 3D Ring box rendered with toon lines.

Cityscape
Shot 2 with the couple in love in the city has a cityscape. Even though that is a flat space shot and we
won’t have a lot of perspective to deal with, there still is a lot of line mileage in the buildings. Perhaps this
could be a 3D asset?
This chapter has been created to help you, the reader, through the beginning stages of isolating a
“moment” in a short film. That moment is picked due to its visual intensity in the story. Since the creating of
a 2D/3D film can be overwhelmingly technical and leave behind the emotional core of the story, we
learned to create a style frame in any means necessary to keep our artistic goal high. Using that style
frame we then begin to ask questions that need to be answered in our pipeline tests. The bulk of this book
will take us through the answering of those technical questions.
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